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Google Cloud Print is a latest technology connecting web and your printers. By using Google Cloud
Print, you can get connected to both your office and home printers and get a choice to choose to
print from anyone of them. It works on tablet, phone, Chromebook, PC and Android too or any web-
connected device you choose to print from. It is difficult to print at times, when there is only one
printer connected with the working network. With this latest print software, the time can be
consumed for a print and it can be proved effortless. Here the files to be print are securely sent
through the web or popularly called â€œcloudâ€•. This document or cloud is then can be printed anytime,
anywhere and without any printer driver setup. Google has been gaining popularity from last few
years. It is a recommended and suggested solution for any application on any device to print
through any printer. The cloud virtually helps in connecting device with information access, the task
of maintaining and developing subsystems of print for every combination of operating system and
hardware- from notebooks to desktops to mobile devices. This makes it feasible to be downloaded
on any cost to make printing simpler from anywhere and at anytime.

Running Google Cloud Print on Android is not yet popular as it does not relatively support each
other. On the other hand, there are such applications available in the market that enables this
feature. It is not a free application and might required to pay around 12 US Dollars. It is an
alternative to Printer Share. For Google Cloud print run on Android, you will require its Printer
Connector or Google Cloud Ready Printer to be installed. This gets connected directly to the
internet and you would not have to run your PC for the setup. It can also connect the classic printers
which are connected on your PC through the internet connection. Therefore, with the inventions of
latest technologies and demand today you can connect the printers to with your android and as well
run on PC together.
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BlueStacks offers latest apps for your PC or desktop by which you can run android on pc  which is
compatible not only with windows but also for Mac OS. Now a android on mac  and a windows 6.5
apps enjoy the a apps on pc.
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